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Why the Reservation?
•
•
•
•
•

Business optimism keeps abating
But real-economy expectations stay solid
And inflation pointers robust-to-rising
Consistent with our macro views
But inconsistent with a lagging RBNZ

ANZ Bank Business Outlook

Despite pointing to solid economic expansion, and firming
inflation, respondents to this afternoon’s ANZ business
survey lost a bit more confidence. Confidence fell to +11
on a net basis, from +17 in February and +22 back in
December. Seasonally adjusted, we judge a level of +5
now, which is below the long-term average of around +11.
Yet respondents’ expectations for the main real-economy
indicators remained quite strong. For the most part they
projected an above-normal rate of expansion ahead. This
made us even more confident that the slowdown we saw
in Q4 GDP was transitory.
That said, there were some results and movements in the
survey’s detail that deserve a mention. For example, while
agriculture’s net confidence remained the worst of the
bunch – dipping to -8, from +3 (and +26 in December) – it
was retailers who registered the biggest drop in the
month, of 17 points, to just +9. Yet retailers maintained a
strong outlook for their own activity, at +33.
Construction’s activity expectations “slumped”, but from
exceptionally strong readings over prior months. At +31
they’re still reasonably positive – consistent with ongoing
growth in construction activity – whether in terms of
residential or commercial work.
To be sure, recent building consents have not looked so
good. However, the fear that they were rolling over has
been allayed, to a large extent, by the 14% jump reported
for February’s residential building consents this morning.
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The other industry result that caught our eye in this
afternoon’s business survey was that from manufacturing.
Its own-activity expectation strengthened further, to a
sizable +50, having been down at +23 toward the end of
last year. This gives us confidence that the sector will post
the rebound we expect of it in the early stages of 2017,
after the drag it dealt to GDP growth in the December
quarter of 2016. Our view is predicated on food
processing bouncing back, after the weather-dampeners
over last spring. Are manufacturing firms starting to see
the same, perhaps?
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Combining January and February, consents were 2.4%
higher than a year earlier, despite a significant drag from
Canterbury (that is likely to start abating through 2017).
The value of non-residential building consents in February
was 10.2% up on a year earlier, while smoothing through
the past three months shows a gain of 8.6% on the
corresponding period a year earlier. So the picture we’re
getting is simply of less growth than we saw in 2016,
rather than falling levels.
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Still Firming Up
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Might inflation expectations even nudge above 2% over
coming months? This notion is further supported by the
fact that pricing intentions from today’s ANZ survey were
+23, from +26. This remained consistent with annual CPI
inflation regaining a “two handle” before too much longer.

Holding Up
Construction Outlook
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With this, and a well-expanding economy, we again have
to ask why the Reserve Bank is sounding so reserved with
its Official Cash Rate at a record low. We suspect that
next Tuesday’s Quarterly Survey of Business Opinion – in
expanding upon the messages of today’s ANZ survey –
will ask similar questions.
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But the real story from today’s business survey, if you’ll
pardon the pun, is about inflation. In particular, its inflation
expectations variable continued to float back up, with
1.83%. This compares to 1.73% in February and 1.44%
back in October. And this is before we get the Q1 CPI
outcome, which we believe will show annual inflation
already up to 2.1%, from 1.3%. This will put further
upward pressure on inflation expectations, over a
range of measures.
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